The purpose of the study, the results of which will be laid out in this paper, was to describe the history of the formation of Nganasan children's literature and to reveal axiological specifics in Nganasan fairy tales.
Survey Methodology
The key methods of the study were the semantic and morphological analysis of literary texts of Nganasan fairy tales. Following V.Ya.
Propp's method morphological analysis was aimed at identifying sustainable and recurring "units" (characters) in Nganasan fairy tales; it was an attempt to interpret the meaning of these morphological units. Taking an advantage of semantic analysis the author discovered the ontological and axiological meanings in Nganasan children's fairy tales.
During the study there were analyzed such tales as "The Girl and the Moon", "The Bears and the Old Man", "Morrede", "About Nganasan 
Progress in Research and Results
The In the analysis of Nganasan tales and some mythological tales (sitaby), from which they originate, the author had the chance to identify the most frequent characters in these tales, their key motives and as a result to describe axiology of Nganasan culture in the form in which it is transmitted to the younger generation.
One of the key standard introductions for
Nganasan stories is the situation of matchmaking:
when a young man from one nomadic camp woos a girl from other nomadic camp, namely asks for a wedding permission from the girl's parents. It is a pretty traditional introduction for fairy tales all around the world. But, for example, whereas in the Russian fairy tales girl's parents send the young man to distant lands to go through trials and prove his ability to become a husband, in the Nganasan fairy tales the girl's parents quit their camp and begin to run away, while the young man rushes to pursue them. One can assume that
the Nganasan hero is being tested for the ability to roam on a sledge, lead a nomadic life, navigate through the tundra not worse than the bride's family.
One frequent character of Nganasan
legends and fairy tales is a shaman, and a fairy tale very often offers a story of human evolution told by a shaman. Nganasan tales form a little mundane attitude towards shamans, as they are lame characters (without a leg or an arm, blind, or the children who were supposed to die in childhood) who use either their own craftiness (as in the fairy tale "Three Brothers") or cunning and stubbornness of their parents ("Lake of Death") to become shamans rather than to perish. Translator's note: one Russian sagene is old measure of distance equal to 2,13 m.
